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Tragedy Threatens Homecoming Events

A large Homecoming crowd Saturday was well pleased as Coach John Smith's Broncos answered the Pasadena Lancers with their third defeat of the season, 20-7. Twice previously the Broncos had tasted defeat at the hands of the Lancers, formerly the Bulldogs, so this season the Broncos decided to change their ways with the California club.

Fred Mkalancic and Bob Fulwyer were the two Broncos who romped to paydirt as the Boise club won its eighth game of the season. The Broncos scored in the second, third and final stanzas of the game while Pasadena's one drive to paydirt came in the second quarter.

First Quarter. Broncos kick to Lancers and halfback Ellis Johnson takes the bill on the 29 and runs it to the 34. This period was played on even terms, with Boise earning two first downs and the Lancers one.

Marevilla Blocks Kick

Early in the second period guard Marevilla went through the Lancer forward wall, blocked a fourth down kick and recovered it on the Pasadena 15 yard line. Ed Lodge's line plunge was good for one yard as he carried to the 14. A Lodge-to-Betten pass was incomplete and it was third down on the 14 with nine yards to go. Fre Mkalancic went up the middle to the seven. On the fourth down Lodge made it to the one foot marker. Mkalancic's line plunge was good, and the Broncos bit pay dirt first, to lead 6-0. Bronze's try for extra point was blocked.

Lancers Come Back

The kickoff was taken on the 26 by Johnson, then Mickey Downs carried to the 32. The next play was stopped, and it was third down on the 32. A pass to Downs was incomplete to the 36 where it was one and 10 for the Lancers. On three successive plays, Downs carried and made another first down on Paul's 40. A pass to Cuningham went all the way, and Pasadena tied the game up then went ahead at the PAT was good. With 43 seconds remaining in the second period the Lancers led the Broncos 7-6.

Broncos Recover Second Half Kick

In the California classic the Broncos were slow to start, but after the ball was snapped three times, the Boise team started to

(Continued on page 4)
Parking Presents Problems for Many

Boise Junior College is fast becom-
ing an urban campus, which is creating many problems in the Student Union. With increased enrollment, this problem is multiplying and more and more of a hardship to education plans along with the mat-
ter of getting in and out of the Union Center. The parking situation for the near future has been improved by the construction of a new parking garage in front of the Student Union. The garage has 200 parking spaces and will accommodate the students' cars more efficiently. However, the problem of getting into and out of the garage still remains.

Student of the Week

This week we would like to in-
form our students of the excellence of our student body. One such student is John Thompson, a member of the Economics Club. John has been an active member of the club for the past two years and has contributed greatly to its success. He is known for his exceptional leadership qualities and his dedication to the club's goals.

Pilkerton Plays Piano

Ed Pilkerton, senior student, played piano recital Sunday, November 12th, at the Veterans' Home, in the Main Hall. The recital was well attended and enjoyed by all.

Free Haircut

From Cecil's Barber Shop
Next to O.K. Food Market
1313 Broadway
Charlotte Ann Cheney
Show student body card

In Appreciation for the Assistance and Time Given the Delta Phi Vegetable Society Production.

For Everything In Music See...
Homecoming, 1954

For an Outstanding Holiday Hairdo

RUTH'S BEAUTY SALON
220 N. 10th St.
Boise, Idaho

For a truly outstanding hairdo this holiday season, visit Ruth's Beauty Salon. We offer a range of services including haircuts, styling, color, and more. Contact us today to schedule your appointment.

Diamonds of Distinction
SIXTY’S JEWELERS
YOU NAME YOUR OWN TERMS

One Block South of Hotel Boise

OPEN BOWLING
FREE INSTRUCTION
311 E. 3rd St., Boise

BOISE BOWLING CENTER
1114 S. 33rd St.

Student Special Radio Repair
All Table Models
$1.95 plus parts

Boise TV & Radio Service
1930 BOISE AVENUE
BOISE TV & RADIO SERVICE
PHONE 3-6887
BOISE, IDAHO

BOISE CLEANERS
Telephone 4-5046
1218 Capital Blvd.

THANKS

Our Citizens wishes to thank the many friends who helped so much concern about her Saturday. She is happy to know she has so many.

Murray's Curb Service
319 South 7th St.

Featuring "GUS THE GREAT"
Boise's Best Hamburger

WE OFFER FREE HARDWARE AND STYLING: expert and reasonable permanents, bleaches and hair color baths.

Appointments - Dial 2-0221 - Ruth Myold, Prop.
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President's Day Large Crowd

Today at 11,000 of the finest streets to view the upcoming parade with its floats, horse-drawn carriages and other interesting entries. The parade was held by the Boise Chamber of Commerce, and the floats featured a variety of local businesses.

Recital To Be Friday Evening

A recital consisting of vocal, piano, organ and other solo numbers is to be given Friday, November 15, in the Auditorium at 8:00 p.m., according to an announcement made Wednesday by Elgin Brown, music coordinator. The participants, students in both college and preparatory schools, are: Students College students: Ann Suecer, Ed Pickerton, Lance Jones, Ann Hoppe, and Shirley Hudson.

Picture of Week

Postcard in Library

Attracting everyone's attention in the library was the picture of the week, Nov. 12, an abstract, designed by the art department to display student art works this week. The picture is a work of art created by a high school student. It depicts a bird in flight, surrounded by abstract shapes and colors. The picture is a great example of the creative talent of our students.

On Guard, Rogue

Feasting in a sport today originated centuries ago as a form of deadly combat. Today some weapons are used in fencing, for which the basic weapon is the sword. The sword is a pointed weapon capable of inflicting a wound or cut. The target is any portion of the body from the collarbone up to the feet, with special emphasis on the head and upper body. A contestant who is attacked must defend himself or she will be declared the loser. The attract is four out of seven touches.

The edge is also a pointed weapon but harder and more rigid. The target includes every part of the body and there is no right way of attack. Three touches constitutes a bout. The saber, in addition to the
Quarterback Bob Fidlerly is some place within that mob of players. In fact Bob is over the goal line for a TD as the Boise line. Tackle Ben Pope, No. 41, and End Bruce Bren, No. 13, move out a Pasadena player.

Brons Go ‘Bowling’ With 20-7 Win Over Pasaden

Following Fred Mahler makes the TD number two at the 30 and moves the Pasadena 1st-half time lead.

Side Line Chatter

By Charlie Shangle

It was a great ball game and some 8,500 fans certainly got their money’s worth of football. It was packed-on end-on with neither side giving up yardage without a fight. For those people who stayed away because they expected a Pasadena ramp I feel for you. It’s just that I can’t reach you. Odds at the local “establishments” gave 60-90, Pasadena.

Coach Smith’s Pay Talk

It was obvious from the start of the game that the Big Orange was not to make it a fight and that Coach Smith had the ball side “out” for this one.

Just what did Coach Smith have to say before the kickoff? It wasn’t much. Coach Smith gave the lineup and told the players, “I know at times you made it fool me and at that I showed you that I didn’t practice, but I want you to know that I think you’re a good bunch of boys. It’s not loud.

Not much of a speech but it was what was required.

Turning Point

It was definitely a game of breaks and guard Leo Marcellus block of a Pasadena punt may well have been the turning point of the ball game. The Pasadena players seemed to agree that it hurt them to have that punt blocked.

Lodge Stars

For me to try and give credit to any one Bronco player would be impossible for there was certainly a team victory. There was Marcellus’ blocking of the punt and his terrific tacklehit, Guard Jim Blood; tackle Jack Newman, tackle Ben Pope, center Jack Poono, red Bill Tierney, all of them blocking and tackling Red Bruce Bren for his brilliant catch. Fred Mahler’s hammering of the Pasadena line. L. E. and Campbell slapping the end sweeps. Bob Fidlerly who pulled the best game of his career.

And then Ed Lade who played his heart out. Maybe B.C. has had better corners or passers but I have never seen a halfback like Ed Lade who played with everything he had and never bothered back. For my dough he’s the best half B.C. has ever had or ever will have.

Drawing Room Contract

The contrast between the two dressing room was like black and white. In the Bronco dressing room it was like a New Year’s party with nothing but fun, back slapping, coke drinking and well wieder.

In the Lamar dressing room it was quiet. I talked with Honolulu the big 244 pound tackle. I had given him a ride from town to the train depot Saturday morning and he and I became good friends.

“You have a good ball club. They know how to play ball. That blocked punt sure hurt us. I think it was the turning point of the game. We played a poor game and as far as I’m concerned I think it was one of those that could have gone either way.”

What did he think of B.C. compared to the California club, especially Conpton and Fullmer?

“Your ball club sticks up with the best of them. Your blocking and tackling was good. Your defense was a tough one to crack. So far as our boys in Fullmer we have a better club than I think they do. They could up 7 T and we weren’t ready for it and it cost us the ball game. Conpton was better than six points over us. I believe they could beat Idaho.”

From George Stansel out in this at point. I sure hope that you guys get the bowl job. You’ve got a good ball club.”

Junior Ross Field

The question now seems to be that of a Junior Ross Field kid. In that respect the picture looks black. The Pasadena Chamber of Commerce—the men who decide. Failed to send any representative up to look the horses over. Now, they don’t seem interested. That 26-0 affair with

Brongos Mainlin

(Continued from page 3)

Coach Smith’s point was dropped to 17 points and the Broncos were back in(data page)

Punts: nos. 2 and 6 of the Broncos’ series, giving the ball to within inches of the goal line, each time. Snap go wide over center.

The rest of the series was played on the Long Lines and the 17 points were scored on a field goal.

Finals Half Pasadena

Pasadena was leading in the final half 19-7 after a 17-0 third quarter lead from Lamar. From the ECU line where the Pasadena line was down.

The Pasadena line tried a long pass from Coach Smith and a 10 yard pass to full back but both times were stopped 10 yards from the goal line by the Broncos.

Bob Fullmer had the ball club out to make it a B.C.”

Coach Smith at the local "establishments" have some 8,500 fans certainly got their money’s worth of football.

Sideline Chaffer

Not much of a speech but it was what was required.

Interview with the Coach

The Bronco coach talked with the coaches of both sides. Not ready for the return of the “establishments” was short.

Coach, Mr. Smith had a tough game and we always play with him.

In the Boise dressing room was a thick and both the Boise and George Blackley was room.

Coach didn’t say anything but the game was here for all season. The boys were in good, individual stars. The whole was great.

Hansen Lectures To GOS Detachment

Merrill Hansen, Boise Junior College speech critic, gave two lectures on the composition of speeches to detachment 2 of the 42nd Armored Observer Squadron November 10.

On the lists of the materials given by Hansen the members were expected to compose two practice speeches themselves to be given at a later date.

PFI Theta Kappa

Semi-Formal Banquet

Tuesday, November 16

5:00 P.M. Student Union

All Members and Pledge Attire